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Abstract We have explored first-principles molecular

dynamics simulation data for hydrous MgSiO3 liquid (with

10 wt% water) to gain insight into its structural and

dynamical behavior as a function of pressure (0–150 GPa)

and temperature (2,000–6,000 K). By visualizing/analyz-

ing a number of parameters associated with short- and mid-

range orders, we have shown that the melt structure

changes substantially on compression. The speciation of

the water component at low pressures is dominated by the

isolated structures (with over 90% hydrogen participated)

consisting of hydroxyls, water molecules, O–H–O bridging

and four-atom (O–H–O–H and H–O–H–O) groups, where

every oxygen atom may be a part of polyhedron or free

(i.e., bound to only magnesium atom). Hydroxyls favor

polyhedral sites over magnesium sites whereas molecular

water is almost entirely bound to magnesium sites, and also

interpolyhedral bridging (Si–O–H–O–Si) dominates other

types of bridging. Water content is shown to enhance and

suppress, respectively, the proportions of hydroxyls and

molecular water. As compression increases, these isolated

structures increasingly combine with each other to form

extended structures involving a total of five or more O and

H atoms and also containing threefold coordination spe-

cies, which together consume over 80% hydrogen at the

highest compression studied. Our results show that water

lowers the mean coordination numbers of different types

including all cation–anion environments. The hydrous melt

tends to be more tetrahedrally coordinated but with the Si–

Si network being more disrupted compared to the anhy-

drous melt. Protons increase the content of non-bridging

oxygen and decrease the contents of bridging oxygen as

well as oxygen triclusters (present at pressures above

10 GPa). The calculated self-diffusion coefficients of all

atomic species are enhanced in the presence of water

compared to those of the anhydrous melt. This is consistent

with the prediction that water depolymerizes the melt

structure at all pressures. Our analysis also suggests that

proton diffusion involves two processes—the transfer of H

atoms (requiring the rupture and formation of O–H bonds)

and the motion of hydroxyls as hydrogen carriers (requiring

the rupture and formation of Si–O and/or Mg–O bonds).

Both the processes are operative at low compression

whereas only the first process is operative at high

compression.
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Introduction

A detailed knowledge of structural and dynamical proper-

ties of silicate liquids is crucial for our understanding of the

generation and transport mechanisms of magmas. Melts in

the Earth’s interior are likely to be hydrous (e.g., Tyburczy

et al. 1991; Revenaugh and Sipkin 1994; Bercovici and

Karato 2003; Sakamaki et al. 2006). Water being perhaps

the most abundant volatile component contributes to

bubble growth and buoyancy of magmas, facilitating the

volcanic eruption process. Water is also a strongly

incompatible component that has a dramatic influence on

melt structure (Closmann and Williams 1995), solidus

temperature and melt composition (Inoue 1994; Yamada

et al. 2004), density (Ochs and Lange 1999; Matsukage

et al. 2005), diffusivity (Watson 1981; Tinker et al. 2003;

Zhang et al. 2007) and viscosity (Lange 1994). The spe-

ciation is known to change as a function of total water

content from dominantly hydroxyls at low water contents,

to dominantly water molecules at higher water contents

(Stolper 1982). Whether water dissolves as hydroxyls or

molecular water or in some other forms impact the degree

of polymerization, which, in turn, controls the transport

properties—the less the structure is polymerized the higher

the diffusivity (the lower viscosity) (Whittington et al.

2000; Tinker et al. 2003; Giordano et al. 2004). The sol-

ubility of water increases rapidly with increasing pressure

(Shen and Keppler 1997) and may be unlimited over most

mantle pressure–temperature conditions (Mookherjee et al.

2008). Experimental information of melt structure is

mostly based on the study of glasses (e.g., Shen and

Keppler 1995; Closmann and Williams 1995; Zhang 1999;

Yamada et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2008).

In recent years, sophisticated computational approaches

based on principles of quantum mechanics have taken on an

increased importance in the study of non-crystalline mate-

rials including silicate liquids (e.g., Pohlmann et al. 2004;

Stixrude and Karki 2005; Wan et al. 2007; Mookherjee et al.

2008). Such first-principles simulations can help us to

answer several fundamental questions related to the physi-

cal changes that occur in the silicate melt due to water.

What are the fundamental forms of water speciation and

how do their abundances vary with pressure and tempera-

ture? To what extent do the protons behave like other net-

work modifier cations (such as Mg, Ca and Na) in disrupting

the tetrahedral silicate network? How is the content of non-

bridging oxygen (NBO) affected by the presence of water?

How do the effects of water on polymerization vary with

pressure? For instance, how does NBO transform into

bridging oxygen (BO) as the liquid is compressed? These

answers are expected to improve our knowledge of density,

thermodynamic properties and transport properties of

hydrous silicate melt and their variations with pressure.

In our continuing first-principles investigation of silicate

melts (e.g., Stixrude and Karki 2005; Karki et al. 2007;

de Koker et al. 2008), we have recently studied a hydrous

MgSiO3 liquid with 10 wt% water at high pressure

(Mookherjee et al. 2008). In this paper, we report a detailed

analysis of the simulated results on the structural and

dynamical behavior of hydrous MgSiO3 melt. We examine

in detail the radial distribution functions (RDFs) and coor-

dination environments considering all atomic species. This

allows us to identify and quantify water speciation, and also

estimate the concentrations of NBO ions, oxygen triclusters

and over-coordinated cations. Using relatively long runs, we

calculate the self-diffusion coefficients of all atomic species

and study the influence of water on transport properties

through comparisons between hydrous and anhydrous

melts. We also explore the hydrogen diffusion mechanisms.

Methodology

First-principles molecular dynamics method (VASP—

Vienna ab-initio simulation package) (Kresse and Furth-

muller 1996) was used to simulate the liquid systems

within the finite temperature formulation of density func-

tional theory (Mermin 1965; Wentzcovitch et al. 1992).

The local density approximation (LDA, Ceperley and

Alder 1980) was used primarily with select comparisons to

results with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA,

Wang and Perdew 1991). We show that GGA produces

nearly identical melt structures as LDA at the same vol-

ume. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials (Kresse and Hafner 1994)

were used with a plane wave cutoff of 400 eV and gamma

point sampling. Time steps of 0.5 and 1 fs were used for

hydrous and anhydrous phases, respectively. Our simula-

tions were based on the canonical (NVT) ensemble in

which the number of atoms in the periodically repeated unit

cell (N), the volume (V) and the temperature (T) are fixed.

The nature of the canonical ensemble, for which volume

is the independent variable, has considerable analytical

advantages. We find that liquid structure is primarily a

function of volume, rather than pressure, and that varia-

tions in temperature at constant volume leave mean co-

ordination numbers virtually unchanged. We express the

volume as V/VX, where VX = 1,033.54 Å3 is equal, for the

number of atoms in our simulation cell, to the experimental

volume of enstatite liquid at the ambient melting point

(38.9 cm3/mol) (Lange and Carmichael 1987). We find that

expressing the volume in this way provides an immediate

measure of the amount of compression involved and we

explore compression from V/VX = 1.0 to V/VX = 0.45

covering wide ranges of pressure (0–150 GPa) and tem-

perature (2,000–6,000 K) (see Supplementary Table 1).

For the hydrous systems, we retain the same reference
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volume to facilitate comparison to the anhydrous system

(Stixrude and Karki 2005). We have chosen the number

of atoms in our simulation cell such that VX is equal to

the volume measured experimentally at ambient pressure

(Ochs and Lange 1999): 12 MgSiO3 units and 8 H2O

molecules for 10 wt% water (84 atoms total), and 14

MgSiO3 and 4 H2O for 5 wt% water (82 atoms total). The

initial structure at each volume was first melted at 6,000 K,

and then cooled isochorically to 4,000 K and then to

3,000 K. At VX it was further cooled down to 2,500 K and

then finally to 2,000 K. We extend the previous runs

(Stixrude and Karki 2005; Mookherjee et al. 2008) to

ensure that the diffusive regime for all atomic species is

reached and well sampled. We confirm that the system at

each V–T condition simulated is in the liquid state by

examining the RDFs and mean-square displacements. The

total durations at VX are 8, 12, 24, 36 and 90 ps for 6,000,

4,000, 3,000, 2,500 and 2,000 K, respectively. Relatively

longer runs were performed at higher compression, e.g.,

150 ps at 3,000 K and 0.5 VX. Previous MD studies have

suggested that the effects of finite size, particularly, on

dynamical properties can be substantial for highly poly-

merized liquids like silica (Rustad et al. 1990; Tsuneyuki

and Matsui 1995; Zhang et al. 2004). Our tests show that

the effects are not significant for the sizes of the order of

100 atoms used in the case of silicate liquids.

Corrections to the pressure were included as in our

previous studies (Stixrude and Karki 2005; Mookherjee

et al. 2008; de Koker et al. 2008). We report the pressure as

PðVÞ ¼ PMDðVÞ þ PPulayðVÞ þ PEmpðVÞ: ð1Þ

Here, PMD is the pressure computed in our simulations. The

Pulay correction is

PPulayðVÞ ¼ PSðV; Ecut ¼ 600 eVÞ � PSðV ; Ecut ¼ 400 eVÞ;
ð2Þ

where PS is the static pressure of crystalline enstatite

computed with a higher cutoff of 600 eV to yield fully

converged results. We find that PPulay increases

monotonically from 2.2 to 5.8 GPa over the compression

regime studied. The empirical correction accounts for the

well known and systematic over-binding of LDA. Its value

was computed as

Pemp ¼ �PSðVexp; Ecut ¼ 600 eVÞ; ð3Þ

where Vexp is the experimental zero-pressure volume of

enstatite at static conditions computed via the thermo-

dynamic model of Stixrude and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2005).

Its value is 1.9 GPa for enstatite, and similar for perovskite.

Assuming that these corrections are insensitive to the

addition of water, we apply the same corrections to our

hydrous systems, finding excellent agreement with exper-

imental measurements of the zero-pressure volume of

enstatite liquid and with the partial molar volume of water

in silicate liquids at zero-pressure.

The simulations consisting of several thousands of steps

per run produce massive datasets for atomic configurations.

The space-time multiresolution visualization system

(Bhattarai and Karki 2009) was used for gaining insight

into important information contained in the simulations.

The structural analysis starts with the computation of the

RDFs defined as gabðrÞ for atomic pair of species a and b:

gabðrÞ ¼
1

4pqbr2

dNbðrÞ
dr

� �
; ð4Þ

where qb is the number density of species b and Nb is the

number of species b within a sphere of radius r around a

selected atom of type a. The mean bond length

�rab ¼
R rab

min

0 rgabðrÞdrR rab
min

0 gabðrÞdr
; ð5Þ

where rab
min is the distance to the first minimum in gab, tends

to be somewhat larger than the position of the first

maximum in gab because the peak is asymmetric. Atomic

coordination, which characterizes the local structure, is

calculated for a given species a with respect to another

species b using

Cab ¼ 4pqb

Zrab
min

0

r2gabðrÞdr ð6Þ

Both the RDF and mean coordination have limitations

as being isotropic so it is important to supplement

interpretation of these functions with other structural

information by exploring individual snapshots. For the

purpose, we calculate the coordination species on per atom

basis (ith atom of species a) and as a function of time:

Ci
abðtÞ ¼ 1� j�Nb : dði; jÞ� rab

min

n o��� ��� for i ¼ 1; . . .;Na;

ð7Þ

where Na and Nb are the numbers of atoms of species a and

b, respectively, in the system. See Supplementary

Figs. 1 and 2 for visualization of the RDF and

coordination data. We compute the self-diffusion

coefficient as

D ¼ lim
t!1

rðtÞ½ �2
D E

6t
;

where rðtÞ½ �2
D E

¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

riðt þ t0Þ � riðt0Þj j2
ð8Þ

is the mean-square displacement (see Supplementary Fig. 3

for MSD plots). The positions of the ith atom at time origin

t0 and then after time t are riðt0Þ and riðt þ t0Þ; respectively.
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Structural properties: results and discussion

Radial distribution functions

The calculated partial RDFs vary remarkably in their

shapes between different atomic pair types (Figs. 1, 2 and

Supplementary Fig. 1). Features common to all functions

include the appearance of an initial peak, and a decrease in

the magnitude of the fluctuations with increasing distance,

approaching unity at the largest distances. These features

reflect, respectively, the short-range order and long-range

disorder characteristics of the liquid state. The partial RDFs

also reflect the dominant role of ionic interactions and

charge ordering. Cation–anion functions, namely gSiO(r),

gHO(r) and gMgO(r), show the largest amplitudes in their

first peaks, and also well-defined minima and broader

second peaks (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 2). The Si–

O RDF is best structured exhibiting the tallest and sharpest

peaks among all functions and the value at the minimum

after the first peak is almost 0. Other functions show rel-

atively broader and shorter first peak and, in many cases

the minimum and the second peak are poorly defined. Also,

the peaks are located at relatively larger distances.

Our results for the hydrous melt show that water does

not change the shapes of cation–anion RDFs substantially

(Fig. 1). Addition of water tends to weaken and broaden

the first peaks in the other RDFs including Si–Si, consistent

with experiments (Yamada et al. 2007). This is caused by

the tendency of water to break Si–O–Si bridges, depoly-

merizing the melt structure and reducing medium-range

order. With increasing temperature, the degree of order

decreases, peaks become shorter, wider and less symmetric

and the values at the minima increase. On compression, the

first peak in the Si–O RDF gradually decreases in the

height; both the peak and minimum positions affected, and

a new peak rather appears at much shorter distance than the

original second peak. In the case of MgO RDF, the heights

of the first and second peaks decrease initially and then

increase on compression with their positions as well as the

minimum position shifting to smaller distances. Following

small initial changes, the shape of the O–O RDF changes

qualitatively at high compression with a shoulder appear-

ing before the second peak; a feature that has been seen in

simulations based on classical potentials (Martin et al.

2009).

Our results compare favorably with experiment. The

experimental Si–O peak positions (*1.64 to*1.7 Å) at low

pressures (Yamada et al. 2007) are comparable to our cal-

culated peak positions and are systematically smaller than

our calculated average interatomic distances (peak position

Fig. 1 Calculated Si–O, Mg–O and O–O radial distribution functions of hydrous and anhydrous melts at different conditions

Fig. 2 Calculated H–O and

H–H radial distribution

functions of hydrous melt

at different conditions
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of 1.625 Å and average distance of 1.671 Å at VX and

3,000 K, 2.3 GPa). Also, the experimental Mg–O peak

distance of *2.1 Å lies between the calculated peak posi-

tion and calculated average distance (peak position of

1.965 Å and average distance of 2.134 Å at VX and 3,000 K,

2.3 GPa). The discrepancy may be due to limited experi-

mental resolution of the peak asymmetry (Waseda and

Toguri 1990; Funamori et al. 2004; Yamada et al. 2007),

which is less serious for the much narrower Si–O peak.

The H–O RDF closely resembles the shape of the other

cation–anion functions. It shows a sharp first peak (Fig. 2).

The only effect of isochoric heating is to reduce the

amplitude of the peaks without affecting other features

significantly. On compression, the first peak gets increas-

ingly shorter and a new peak appears at a much shorter

distance than the original second peak. The amplitude of

the first peak in gHO is less than that of gSiO, reflecting the

variety of hydrogen species present in the melt. A weak

second peak in gHO at 3.375 Å lies at larger H–O separa-

tion than that expected for canonical hydrogen bonding and

reflects instead the distribution of H species in a domi-

nantly silicate framework. The other H RDFs, gSiH(r),

gMgH(r) and gHH suggest that bonding of H to atoms other

than O can be excluded. The position of the first peak in

gHH(r) is similar to the H–H separation in the free water

molecule (Fig. 2). There is no evidence of a tendency

toward phase separation as has been found in water, which

dissociates under certain conditions to H2 and O2 mole-

cules (Mao et al. 2006).

The variation on compression of bond lengths (Eq. 5) in

the liquid differs markedly from that in crystalline phases

(Fig. 3). Whereas in crystals bond lengths almost univer-

sally shorten on compression, this is not seen in silicate

liquids. Remarkably, all three cation–anionic distances

increase initially on compression. This is caused by an

increase in coordination number on compression. The

predicted small change in the Si–O bond length is consis-

tent with the experimental observations (Yamada et al.

2007). On further compression, the H–O distance keeps on

increasing whereas the Mg–O length starts to decrease soon

(after 5 GPa) and the Si–O length starts to decease much

later (beyond 30 GPa). The evolution of the breadth of the

first peak in gSiO on compression shows that polyhedra in

the liquid are more irregular than those in crystals and that

they become more distorted on compression.

Mean coordination environments

Compression has a profound influence on the mean coor-

dination numbers with their values in most cases mono-

tonically increasing with increasing pressure (Fig. 4 and

Supplementary Table 3). In contrast, the effects of

increasing temperature at constant volume are small. The

Si–O and Mg–O coordination numbers increase gradually

from *4 and *5, respectively, at low compression to *6

and *8, respectively, at the highest compression (Fig. 4,

left). A similar pressure-induced increase of Si–O coordi-

nation was found experimentally in silicate glasses and

melts (Williams and Jeanloz 1988), although in the case of

the glass, the coordination change takes places at higher

pressures and occurs more suddenly. Whereas in the glass

fourfold coordination apparently survives for a substantial

pressure interval, in the liquid the coordination change

occurs gradually from the lowest pressure, and the mean

Si–O coordination number increases nearly linearly with

compression. In the hydrous melt, both coordination

numbers tend to be smaller than those in the anhydrous

melt at the same volume. The difference in Mg–O co-

ordination between two phases can be attributed to the

presence of Mg-bound hydroxyls and water groups, which

are more prevalent at low pressures. Smaller O–Si co-

ordination shows that water disrupts the inter-polyhedral

linkages, which is also manifested in the relatively low

hydrous Si–Si coordination (Fig. 4, center) (Mookherjee

et al. 2008). Our prediction of depolymerization in the

presence of water is consistent with experimental obser-

vations (Yamada et al. 2007). Other coordination envi-

ronments follow the similar trend that their hydrous

numbers are smaller than their anhydrous counterparts.

This can be rationalized with the view that H atoms in the

Fig. 3 Average distances as a function of pressure at 3,000 K

(circles), 4,000 K (squares) and 6,000 K (diamonds). Note that these

distances are larger than the corresponding first peak distances due the

asymmetry of the RDF peak and a non-zero value at the minimum
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melt are present at the expenses of Mg and Si atoms, and a

significant proportion of O atoms are thus engaged in

hydrogen bonding.

The mean H–O coordination also increases with com-

pression (Fig. 4, right). The variation is from *1.2 at low

pressure to above 2 at high pressure. The low pressure

value is similar to that expected of entirely molecular

speciation as isolated hydroxyls or water molecules, con-

sistent with experiment (Stolper 1982). The high pressure

value is similar to that in the high-pressure form of water

(Goldman et al. 2005), and ice (ice X) (Goncharov et al.

1999) in which the structure is a complete three-dimen-

sional network of nearly symmetric hydrogen bonds. Like

other anion–cation coordination, the mean O–H coordina-

tion gradually increases from *0.4 to *0.8 over the

compression range studied. Values lower than the unity

means that a significant proportion of oxygen atoms in the

liquid do not participate in hydrogen bonding.

Si and O coordination species

The gradual increase in Si–O coordination on compression

is facilitated by gradual changes in the concentrations of

various coordination species (denoted by ZCSiO, where Z

represents the coordination number), of which a mixture

is presented at each volume, temperature condition. At

low pressure fourfold coordination (4CSiO) dominates with

noticeable contributions from three- and fivefold coordi-

nation (Table 1). On isochoric cooling at low compression,

the mean Si–O coordination number remains nearly 4

while the proportion of non-tetrahedral defects decreases,

consistent with experimental observation that they are

essentially absent in the nearly perfectly tetrahedral room

temperature glass. Fivefold coordinated defects are slightly

more abundant in the anhydrous phase at the expenses of

the four- and threefold coordination, compared to the

hydrous phase (Table 1).

On compression, contributions from five- and sixfold

coordination increase whereas those from three- and four-

fold coordination decrease (Fig. 5, left). The preponder-

ance of 5CSiO species at mid compression (around 30 GPa

at 3,000 K, and at higher pressures at higher temperatures)

also predicted to occur in other silicate liquids (Angell

et al. 1982; Karki et al. 2007) demonstrates that liquid

structure is not merely a disordered version of the structure

of the crystalline polymorphs, 5CSiO being extremely rare

in crystalline silicates. Fivefold coordination has been

suggested as a transition state that enhances diffusion

Fig. 4 Mean coordination numbers as a function of pressure at

3,000 K (solid circles), 4,000 K (open squares) and 6,000 K (open
diamonds) for six coordination (Mg–O, Si–O, Si–Si, O–Si, H–O and

O–H) environments in the hydrous melt. Results for anhydrous phase

are shown by grey solid symbols

Table 1 Abundances of various Si–O and O–Si coordination species

(denoted as ZCSiO and ZCOSi, respectively, where Z represents coor-

dination number) for the hydrous melt and anhydrous melt (anhy) at

VX

2CSiO 3CSiO 4CSiO 5CSiO 6CSiO

2,000 K 0.00 0.07 97.91 2.01 0.00

2,500 K 0.00 0.67 95.98 3.29 0.06

Anhy 0.00 0.48 92.83 6.49 0.20

3,000 K 0.00 1.70 90.19 7.77 0.34

* 0.00 1.43 90.01 8.41 0.15

Anhy 0.00 1.37 87.49 10.92 0.22

4,000 K 0.35 8.94 76.42 13.85 0.44

Anhy 0.25 5.94 73.60 19.20 1.01

0COSi 1COSi 2COSi 3COSi 4COsi

2,000 K 12.15 66.12 21.69 0.04 0.00

2,500 K 11.66 66.87 21.43 0.04 0.00

Anhy 2.30 63.01 34.38 0.31 0.00

3,000 K 12.47 64.40 22.89 0.25 0.00

* 8.33 59.81 31.49 0.38 0.00

Anhy 2.49 61.75 35.16 0.59 0.00

4,000 K 13.79 62.71 22.75 0.75 0.00

Anhy 4.53 57.28 36.48 1.71 0.02

Results for low water content (5 wt%) melt are marked *
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through the exchange of oxygen. At high compression,

sixfold coordination dominates and its contribution

decreases with increasing temperature with the appearance

of 7CSiO and 8CSiO species.

Similarly, the relative abundances of different O–Si

coordination species change upon compression (Fig. 5,

right). The anhydrous liquid has 22.9% BO atoms and

64.4% NBO atoms at VX and 3,000 K (2.3 GPa), as com-

pared with 33% BO and 67% NBO in enstatite. The

remaining 12.5% of O atoms in the liquid are not bound to

any Si atoms but rather to Mg atoms, and as such, they are

referred to as non-polyhedral oxygen (NPO) or simply as

free oxygen. The hydrous phase has more free oxygen,

more NBO and fewer BO reflecting the tendency of water

to depolymerize the silicate melt. As the liquid is com-

pressed, the proportions of free and NBO decrease whereas

those of two and threefold oxygen increase. But the dif-

ferences between the hydrous and anhydrous melts remain

substantial, i.e., the hydrous liquid always remains less

polymerized compared to the anhydrous liquid at the same

volume. Oxygen triclusters also become abundant at high

pressure. A recent experimental study has confirmed the

formation of oxygen triclusters in MgSiO3 glass at pres-

sures above 12 GPa (Lee et al. 2008).

To further understand the structural relevance of the Si–

O and O–Si coordination, we examine the distribution of

the quantity ZSin, which is similar to the widely used

quantity Qn defined for fourfold Si–O coordination

(Z = 4). Here, n is the number of BO (two- or threefold

coordinated) attached to a silicon atom, which can be in

any coordination state in our case. The calculated distri-

bution consists of a mixture of different species with ZSi1

and ZSi2 dominating (37.3 and 37.1% at V = VX and

3,000 K) at low compression. The ZSi0 species (10.1%)

represents the free-floating polyhedra whereas the ZSi1

species represents chain-terminating tetrahedra or bi-

tetrahedra. Both types of polyhedra are almost absent (less

than 0.4%) at the highest compression. As compression

increases the distribution becomes wider with gradual

increases in the abundances of ZSi4, ZSi5 and ZSi6 species.

These three species are present in the amounts of 24.1, 27.0

and 24.9%, respectively, at 77.5 GPa and 3,000 K so

almost one third of sixfold coordinated silicon atoms

(Z = 6) comprise of only BO atoms whereas the remaining

silicon atoms also have one or more NBO atoms. The

preponderance of higher order species in compressed

liquids is consistent with the increased 2COSi and 3COSi

values—all indicating an approach to a more ionic, less

directional structure on compression.

How the high coordination species are formed from the

low coordination species (for example, the appearance of

fivefold defects in an otherwise tetrahedral environment) is

expected to give useful insight into compression mecha-

nisms and diffusion pathways. Analysis of atomic trajec-

tories reveals three relevant reactions (see Supplementary

Figs. 4, 5, 6). First, since melt contains a significant

number of free oxygen (not coordinated with any silicon

atom), they can contribute to coordination increase: an

NPO enters into the coordination shell of the silicon atom

thereby increasing the coordination number (Z) but without

affecting the number of BOs (n):

NPOþ ZSin ! NBO þ Zþ1Sin; ð9Þ

so both the mean Si–O and O–Si coordination increase.

Second, NBO atoms can contribute to coordination

increase as previously suggested based on experimental

studies of sodium silicates (Wolf et al. 1990; Xue et al.

1991; Farber and Williams 1996): an NBO bonded to a

neighboring silicon atom becomes bonded to the silicon

atom under consideration. This increases the Si–O

coordination number as well as the number of BO.

NBO þ ZSin ! BOþ Zþ1Sinþ1; ð10Þ

The two polyhedra share a corner but not necessarily an

edge or a face unless they are already sharing another

corner or edge. Thus, the overall effect is an exchange of

oxygen atoms surrounding a silicon atom via a transitional

fivefold coordination state. Our results show that with

Fig. 5 Abundances of different

Si–O and O–Si coordination

species as a function of pressure

at 3,000 K (black solid lines and

black symbols), 4,000 K (blue
dotted lines and blue symbols)

and 6,000 K (red dashed-dotted
lines and red symbols) for the

hydrous melt
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increasing pressure the number of NPO decreases only

slightly but the numbers of NBO and BO see, respectively,

large decrease and increase (Fig. 5, right), so that the reaction

(Eq. 10) dominates the pressure-induced coordination

increase. Also increased on compression is the threefold

O–Si coordination (Fig. 5, right). This requires a third

mechanism in which a BO is added to the coordina-

tion shell of the Si atom under consideration (Wolf et al.

1990):

BOþ ZSin ! 3Oþ Zþ1Sinþ1 ð11Þ

The Si atom now has a newly attached O atom, which also

bridges other two Si atoms so both Z and n increase.

H and O coordination species

Changes in O–H coordination show a change from domi-

nantly molecular species at low pressure to more extended

structures at high pressure. (Fig. 6). As the liquid is com-

pressed, 1CHO (onefold H–O coordination) decreases rap-

idly whereas 2CHO (twofold H–O coordination) increases

rapidly. Also, 3CHO becomes significant at compressed

volumes (0CHO is negligible at all compression). On the

other hand, 0COH is large and decreases with increasing

pressure: not all oxygen atoms are bonded with hydrogen

and oxygen increasingly participates in O–H bonds on

compression. This enhanced participation also results in a

gradual increase of the 1COH and 2COH species on com-

pression. Even threefold coordination species becomes

significant at high pressures. We find that at low com-

pression more than 50% of H atoms are not coordinated

with any other hydrogen so that H–H correlation is sig-

nificant only at the level of individual structural units. Two

types of H–H correlation exist: pairs in which both H atoms

are bonded to the same O atom, e.g., water-like groups, and

pairs in which two H atoms are bonded to two different O

atoms belonging to the same speciation or different spe-

ciation. At high compression, more than 50% hydrogen

forms two- and threefold coordination even with the

appearances of four- and fivefold coordination. Refer

Supplementary Fig. 7 for the visualization snapshots of

coordination.

Water speciation

VX and 3,000 K (at 2.3 GPa)

Two types of hydroxyls appear in our simulations (Fig. 7).

A polyhedral hydroxyl (PO-H) involves bonding between

hydrogen and polyhedral oxygen. The NBO sites are

heavily preferred over the BO sites, consistent with the

reaction (Stolper 1982): Si–O–Si ? H2O = 2Si–OH. In

lower abundance (30%) are non-polyhedral (free) hydrox-

yls (NPO-H), which are bound to only magnesium atoms.

Water molecules may also be polyhedral or non-polyhedral

(free). Our results show that almost all (*95%) water

molecules are non-polyhedral (i.e., bound to Mg atoms).

Finally, singly coordinated hydrogen also exists at the ends

of extended structures (e.g., H–O–H–O or H–O–H–O–H).

H surrounded by two oxygen’s (2CHO) includes polyhedral

bridges (Si–O–H–O–Si sequence) and, much less abun-

dantly, edge decoration in which the H is bonded to two

oxygens of the same Si–O polyhedron. Edge decoration is

not as favorable because the O–O distances along Si–O

polyhedral edges (2.685 Å) is more than twice the most

probable H–O distance (1.005 Å).

We calculate abundances of different forms of water

speciation as a function of pressure at different tempera-

tures (Table 2, Fig. 8). By using the calculated concen-

trations of hydroxyls, water molecules and free oxygen (not

bonded to hydrogen), we can also estimate the equilibrium

constant of the reaction O ? H2O $ 2OH as 9.302/

(27.83 9 0.96) = 3.23 at VX (2.3 GPa) and 3,000 K. Here,

the numbers of hydroxyls (9.30) and water molecules

(0.96) were derived from their values (58.13 and 11.96%

hydrogen, respectively) in Table 2, and the number of

free oxygens (27.83) was derived from its value (63.25%

oxygen) in Table 2. Similarly, the equilibrium constant

value at 2,000 K is 8.582/(28.39 9 1.49) = 1.74. They

are comparable with the value (2.3) extrapolated from

Fig. 6 Abundances of different

species of H–O and O–H

coordination as a function of

pressure at 3,000 K (black solid
lines and black symbols),

4,000 K (blue dotted lines and

blue symbols) and 6,000 K (red
dashed-dotted lines and red
symbols) for the hydrous melt
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experimental measurements on rhyolite compositions

(Zhang 1999) at much lower temperatures and water

contents.

0.5 VX and 3,000 K (at 77.5 GPa)

Water speciation at high pressure is entirely different, with

molecular species being replaced by extended structures

(Fig. 7). Hydroxyls and water molecules are rare, with

most 1CHO arising from chain terminations (…–O–H–O–

H). Twofold H–O coordination results from dramatically

enhanced amounts of bridging (X–O–H–O–X, with

X = Mg, Si), and polyhedral edge decoration. The latter

form of high pressure H incorporation was suggested by

Closmann and Williams (1995). Threefold H–O coordina-

tion is also significant in which the same H atom forms a

mixture of bridging and edge decoration. A face decoration

in which H atom is coordinated with three O atoms

defining a polyhedral face (i.e., a pure three-way edge

decoration) was not seen. The O–H coordination number

shows that more than half of the O atoms are involved in

the water speciation at high compression. The greater

Fig. 7 Snapshots of water speciation in relation with H and O

coordination at VX and 3,000 K (left and center) and 0.5 VX and

3,000 K (right). Color encodes coordination: black (zerofold) to white
(sevenfold). The sequences of small (hydrogen) and big (oxygen)

spheres in red, yellow and green (representing one-, two- and

threefold coordination, respectively) colors visually represent differ-

ent species. A hydroxyl appears as a big red sphere–small red sphere
pair (simply a red–red pair). Similarly, a water molecule appears as a

small red sphere–big yellow sphere–small red sphere triplet whereas

a bridging structure appears as a big red sphere–small yellow sphere–

large red sphere triplet. In any polyhedral association, O appears as a

sphere at a polyhedral corner otherwise it appears as a free sphere

(attached to an Mg atom). Edge decoration, four-atom sequences, and

long sequences containing threefold coordinated O and H atoms are

also present

Table 2 Abundances (in the percentage of total hydrogen number, which is 16) of different forms of water speciation in the hydrous melt

(10 wt% water) at different conditions

Species VX, 2,000 K

1.1 GPa

VX, 3,000 K

2.3 GPa

VX, 3,000 K

(GGA)

VX, 3,000 K

(5 wt%)

0.5 VX, 3,000 K

77.5 GPa

0.45 VX, 4,000 K

127.1 GPa

0.45 VX, 6,000 K

149.8 GPa

Free H 0.00 0.05 0.08 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.34

Hydroxyl 53.62 58.13 61.81 68.58 7.54 3.42 2.48

Water 18.58 11.96 13.99 4.11 0.09 0.04 0.13

Bridging 8.21 8.00 6.97 15.80 20.16 14.36 9.83

2O2H 10.48 11.88 9.61 8.03 4.56 1.28 1.10

H3O 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04 1.59 3.04 3.86

Hydronium 0.03 0.11 0.08 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00

3O2H 1.17 1.32 1.25 1.84 10.71 7.1 4.60

2O3H 3.65 3.43 2.96 0.63 0.93 0.02 1.10

Others 4.26 5.11 3.25 0.79 54.42 70.72 76.56

Free O 35.48 36.75 36.98 20.35 53.05 58.07 60.02

The last row shows the amount of free oxygen (which does not participate in hydrogen bonding) in the percentage of total oxygen number, which

is 44. Also shown are the results for low water content (5 wt%) at VX (1.6 GPa) and 3,000 K (for which the total numbers of H and O atoms are

8 and 46, respectively)
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participation of O in O–H bonding is consistent with our

finding that the solubility of water in the silicate melt

is unlimited at high pressure and that the silicate–water

system becomes increasingly ideal on compression. The

extended structures can extend across the entire supercell.

Figure 7 (right) shows a 14-atom structure, which com-

prises of 7 H atoms and 7 O atoms running from the near

mid left boundary toward the upper right corner. Note that

branching occurs at threefold coordinated O atom. The

total abundance of extended structures (those containing

threefold coordinated atoms and/or five or more atoms)

increases monotonically with increasing pressure (Fig. 8).

Most contributions come from the structures consisting of

more than five atoms (54.4 and 76.6%, respectively, at 77.5

and 149.8 GPa).

Water content

To investigate the dependence of water speciation on

water content, we have simulated silicate liquid contain-

ing a smaller amount of water (5 wt%) at VX (1.6 GPa)

and 3,000 K (Tables 1, 2). There are more hydroxyl

groups (*69%) and less molecular water (*4%) in the

low water content liquid, compared to the high content

case. The proportion of isolated bridging (X–O–H–O–X,

where X = Mg or Si) is slightly enhanced whereas all

bigger structures (containing four or more atoms) are

suppressed with decreasing water content. Our prediction

that water dissolves increasingly as molecular water as the

total water content of the silicate melt increases is qualitatively

consistent with experimental observations (Stolper 1982). As

expected diminished water content leads to diminished

depolymerization, with values of the O–Si coordination

number falling in between those of the anhydrous and 10 wt%

water structures (Table 1).

Dynamical properties: results and discussion

Diffusion coefficients

The calculated partial diffusion coefficients (using Eq. 8)

as a function of pressure and temperature (Fig. 9) are

shown to follow the Arrhenius relation with fit parameters

(Table 3). Our results are consistent with the experimental

values for hydrogen (Zhang and Stolper 1991), and silicon

and oxygen (Lesher et al. 1996; Tinker et al. 2003) diffu-

sion in basaltic melts. The differences may be partly due to

relatively low temperatures (below 2,000 K) of experi-

ments and partly due to compositional differences.

Hydrogen diffusivity differences from the previous results

(Mookherjee et al. 2008) are within computational uncer-

tainties, and are due to longer runs used in this study. We

find that water enhances the diffusivity of all species

(Fig. 9). The calculated diffusivities for low water content

melt are slightly lower than those for high water content

melt. Also, the proton diffusivity is weakly sensitive to the

water content. The hydrogen diffusivity is much higher

than the diffusivities of other species at all conditions. The

framework silicon ions are the slowest moving species and

tend to show diffusivity increasing with pressure initially,

reaching a maximum value, before decreasing on further

compression. Such pressure-induced diffusion maxima

were previously predicted in anhydrous MgSiO3 liquid

(Kubicki and Lasaga 1991; Wasserman et al. 1993) and

found to be more pronounced in SiO2 (Karki et al. 2007)

and silica-rich (e.g., Lacks et al. 2007) liquids.

To explore the atomic-scale mechanisms of diffusion,

we quantify H–O, Mg–O and Si–O bond lifetimes (Fig. 10

and Supplementary Fig. 8). Most H–O bonds have life-

times less than 50 fs; we were able to measure bonds with

lifetimes as long as 5,000 fs. The bond lifetime histogram

shows a nearly power-law fall-off in the number of bonds

with increasing lifetime. The effects of compression on

bond lifetimes are shown to be substantial. Although the

H–O bonds of short lifetimes become more abundant

on compression, relatively long-lived H–O bonds (with

lifetimes of 500 fs or longer) are more abundant at

low compression (Fig. 10). Also, such long-lived bonds

become more abundant at lower temperature. This is con-

sistent with preponderance of hydroxyls and molecular

water at low compression. We also determine the rate of

Fig. 8 Abundances (expressed in terms of the number of hydrogen

atoms) of different types of water speciation as a function of pressure

at 3,000 K (black solid lines and black symbols), 4,000 K (blue
dashed lines and blue symbols) and 6,000 K (red dashed-dotted lines
and red symbols). Note that the total number of hydrogen atoms in the

melt is 16
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bond-breaking events, aB (Table 4). Both compression and

temperature enhance the bond-breaking rates. However,

not all events contribute to hydrogen diffusion since there

are two processes involved: First is hydrogen recombina-

tion in which a given H–O bond is broken momentarily and

then formed again so a new bond is not formed. Second is

hydrogen transfer in which one H–O bond is broken and a

different H–O bond is formed. As a result, the hydrogen

atom gets transferred from one oxygen atom to another

oxygen atom. Since free H atoms are extremely rare, the

rupture of the first bond cannot occur before the formation

of a new bond indicating the importance of intermediate

state in hydrogen transfer. One can estimate the proportion

of hydrogen transfers by counting the number of distinct

H–O bonds that exist during a finite time period. Let NB be

such number for a period of 1 ps. We can define the ratio of

the transfers to the bond-breaking events as (NB - nB)/aB,

where nB is the average number of H–O bonds per step

(=16 9 mean coordination number). Smaller ratios at

higher compression and lower temperatures are consistent

with the smaller values of hydrogen diffusivity at those

conditions (Table 4).

Hydrogen diffusion mechanisms

We analyze MD snapshots in order to further explore the

mechanisms of hydrogen diffusion. Two modes of H dif-

fusion are of interest. One mode involves the movement of

H atoms through the rupture and formation of O–H bonds

whereas the other mode involves the movement of

hydroxyls or water molecules through the rupture and

formation of Si–O and Mg–O bonds. Since the numbers of

free H atoms (i.e., not bonded to any O) and free O atoms

(i.e., not bonded to any cation) are nearly 0, all hydrogen

Fig. 9 Diffusivities for H, Mg,

Si and O in the hydrous melt as

a function of pressure at

3,000 K (circles), 4,000 K

(squares) and 6,000 K

(triangles). Open symbols are

the corresponding results for

anhydrous melt. The lines are

Arrhenius fits to the hydrous

data. Also shown are the results

at 2,000 K (asterisk, only for

hydrous melt) and 2,500 K

(diamonds) at VX. The results

for the low (5 wt%) water

content at 3,000 K and VX are

shown by small circles

Table 3 Activation energies and volumes of diffusion for different

species derived from Arrhenius fit: D = D0exp[-(EA ? PVA)/RT]

Parameters H Mg Si O

D0 (910-9 m2/s) 920 280 250 240

EA (kJ/mol) 85 79 97 94

MD 77 102 91

Expt 128a 176b–229c 180c–211c

VA (Å3) 0.27 1.75 1.35 1.32

The previous MD results are for anhydrous enstatite liquid from

Kubicki and Lasaga (1991). The experimental data are for hydrous

(Zhang and Stolper 1991)a and anhydrous (Lesher et al. 1996b and

Tinker et al. 2003c) basaltic melts
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must be attached to the Si–Mg matrix in the form of Si–O–

H groups or Mg–O–H groups or in the mixed forms.

During diffusion, an H atom is transferred from one group

to another group. Several combinations of the source and

destination groups for the H transfer are possible.

We first consider the cases where both the source and

destination groups involve polyhedral oxygen (PO), which

can be NBO or BO. The simplest but perhaps the most

common case is

PO�H � � � PO! PO�H�PO! PO � � �H�PO ð12Þ

Here, the H atom moves from one PO to another PO

thereby breaking the bond with the first oxygen and

forming a new bond with the second oxygen. Figure 11

(top) illustrates the transfer of an H atom from one poly-

hedral O to another polyhedral O via a momentary for-

mation of H bridging. The high abundance of hydroxyls

and bridging support this mechanism. While polyhedral

bridging is strongly favored, if both the source and desti-

nation O atoms belong to the same polyhedron, the H atom

simply decorates an edge in the intermediate state. In the

general form of the above reaction, the source may contain

one or more H atoms (i.e., it may be a polyhedral hydroxyl

or a polyhedral water or a part of some extended structure)

and the destination may also contain zero or more H atoms

(i.e., may be a PO or a polyhedral hydroxyl or even a

polyhedral water or a part of some extended structure).

A hydronium can serve only as an intermediate state

because of its relative short lifetime and low abundance.

An H atom bound to PO can be released to NPO

(Fig. 11, bottom). Since NPO is always involved in

H-bonding, it must be already bonded to, at least, one H

atom. In the simplest (but the most common) case, the

reactants are the source polyhedral hydroxyl (preferably,

NBO–H) and the destination non-polyhedral hydroxyl.

PO�H � � �NPO�H! PO�H�NPO�H

! PO � � �H�NPO�H ð13Þ

The intermediate stage must involve water-like group

(about Mg atom), with one H shared between PO and NPO,

and other H attached only to NPO. This four-atom structure

is quite abundant at low compression. The PO-H bond

eventually breaks thereby forming an Mg-bound water

molecule (H–NPO-H). This reaction may be subsequently

followed by another reaction in which the newly formed

water molecules loses one H atom to a different PO (see

Supplementary Fig. 9). Unlike above two transfers, in the

case of NPO to NPO transfer, the source O atom must have

already, at least, two H atoms attached (i.e., water-like

group) whereas the destination O must have, at least, one H

atom so a minimum of three H atoms are involved. The

number of NPO is relatively small at all pressures so

finding two NPOs sufficiently close to each other is less

likely.

We now explore the mechanism in which stable

hydroxyls and water molecules serve as hydrogen carriers

(Supplementary Fig. 10). Since NPO atoms are always

bonded to one or more H atoms and some O–H bonds are

stable for extended durations, the motion of such units can

proceed through the rupture and formation of Mg–O and/or

Si–O bonds without breaking H–O bond. Diffusion in the

form of hydroxyl can be described by:

X�OH � � �Y! X�OH�Y! X � � �HO�Y, ð14Þ

Fig. 10 Distributions of H–O bond lifetimes at VX, 3,000 K (circles)

and 0.5 VX, 3,000 K (diamonds) for the hydrous melt

Table 4 Various H–O bond related parameters (aB = rate of bond-breaking events, nB = average number of H–O bonds per step,

NB = number of distinct H–O bonds) and hydrogen diffusivity (DH) at different conditions

V, T (K), P (GPa) aB (Events/ps) nB NB (during 1 ps) (NB - nB)/aB DH (910-9 m2/s)

VX, 2,000, 1.1 179 18.7 77 0.32 8.9

VX, 3,000, 2.3 234 18.7 106 0.37 33.1

VX, 4,000, 3.3 288 18.9 161 0.49 52.9

0.7 VX, 3,000, 17.6 456 24.2 170 0.32 24.0

0.5 VX, 3,000, 77.5 723 30.6 195 0.23 18.9

0.45 VX, 4,000, 127.1 2180 34.2 420 0.18 30.4

0.45 VX, 6,000, 149.8 1532 36.9 438 0.26 61.2
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where X, Y = Si or Mg. We assume that the H–O bond

remains stable during its transfer from one cation (X) to

another (Y). Such transfer is more common during time

periods when the O atom is not a part of any polyhedron for

two reasons: First, a non-polyhedral hydroxyl does not

disintegrate until it is turned into a non-polyhedral water or

water-like group or a polyhedral hydroxyl. Second, Mg–O

bonds have much shorter lifetimes than Si–O bonds. The

above reactions also hold for the case of water molecule

considered as a moving species but water molecules (free)

are much less abundant than hydroxyls and are almost

absent at high compression. Also, non-polyhedral water

can loose one H atom at any time. The direct H transfer

mechanism involving PO and NPO can be considered

occurring together with hydroxyl/water transfer mechanism

(see Supplementary Description 1).

Finally, an interesting point to note is that the diffusion

coefficient of hydrogen decreases on compression not as

much as the diffusion coefficients of other atoms do

(Fig. 9). The hydrogen diffusivity deceases only by a factor

of about two from VX to 0.45 VX whereas the other atom

diffusivities decrease by a factor of about ten over the same

compression regime. In the context of the Arrhenius rela-

tion, this is attributed to a smaller activation volume for H

as compared with the other ions. The large contrast in the

pressure variation of the diffusivity between hydrogen and

other species can better be understood in terms of hydrogen

diffusion mechanisms, which change with compression.

At low compression, the diffusion occurs in the form of

H atoms as well as hydroxyls (to some extent, also water

molecules). Hydroxyls and water molecules are slow

moving carriers compared to H atoms. However, the

presence of hydroxyls and water molecules is strongly

suppressed with compression so it is individual proton

transfer that essentially controls the diffusivity at high

pressure. In other words, slow moving species are not

present in large amounts so as to lower the diffusivity that

would be otherwise due to highly mobile protons at high

pressure to the same extent as they do at low pressure.
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